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Now you can make the same meals from the recipes that fuel the world's most dynamic bodies
with The Dolce Diet: LIVING LEAN COOKBOOK, the expansive companion meal guide to Mike
Dolce's #1 bestseller The Dolce Diet: LIVING LEAN.Gluten-free and vegan options abound
with more than 130 Mike Dolce approved lean and green, family friendly recipes including:
Scrumptious pastas, comforting casseroles, incredible salads, delicious smoothies, savory
sandwiches, sublime soups, decadent desserts, simple make-it-yourself trail mix bars and
more!Called "the patron saint of weight cutting," Mike Dolce has coordinated the high-profile
weight loss for many of the world's top athletes, including...* Johny "Big Rig" Hendricks, UFC
world title contender* Vitor "The Phenom" Belfort, UFC two-time world champion* Thiago
"Pitbull" Alves, UFC world title contender* Chael Sonnen WEC / UFC world title contender*
Gray "Bully" Maynard, UFC world title contender* Nik "The Carny" Lentz, UFC veteran* Nate
"Rock" Quarry, UFC world title contender* Quinton "Rampage" Jackson, UFC / Pride FC world
champion* Mike "Quicksand" Pyle, WEC world champion* Jay "Thorobred" Hieron, IFL world
champion* Michael "The Count" Bisping, The Ultimate Fighter 3 winner* Jake "Juggernaut"
Ellenberger, UFC veteran* Ed "Shortfuse" Herman, The Ultimate Fighter 3 runner-up* Chris
"The Crippler" Leben, UFC veteran* Duane "BANG" Ludwig, UFC & K-1 veteran and
more!"When it comes to nutrition for fighters, one authority towers above all others: Mike
Dolce." -UFC.com"Dolce is a lifestyle changer." -ESPN"(Mike) Dolce's earned a reputation as
one of the top (coaches) in mixed martial arts, a weight-loss guru whose efforts with such
fighters as Vitor Belfort, Thiago Alves, Rampage Jackson, Gray Maynard and Jake Ellenberger
have drawn hearty praise around the sport." -SPORTS ILLUSTRATED

"One of the best new African Cooking ebooks" - BookAuthority --This text refers to an alternate
kindle_edition edition.
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to check out The Dolce Diet YouTube channel at for videos detailing exercises, recipes and so
much more!THE DOLCE DIET SOCIAL NETWORKIt’s FREE! Design your own profile page at
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DATE & KALE SMOOTHIEEpigraph“Take care of your body.It’s the only place you have to
live.”~Jim RohnINTRODUCTIONWelcome to The Dolce Diet: LIVING LEAN Cookbook!I can’t
believe the amazing success we’ve had with The Dolce Diet: LIVING LEAN, which became a
Barnes & Noble #1 bestseller the first week of its release!It was incredible, especially
considering all of our products are self-published. Why did we decide to self-publish our book?
Simple. We wanted to stay true to form. We’d been approached by multiple publishing houses
that all wanted to release their versions of The Dolce Diet.Initially, it was very exciting. Brandy
and myself were flown to meetings to discuss the possibilities of such a partnership. At that
point, it was the epitome of our dreams to sign with a big publishing house, but through
discussions we realized our ideas and theirs did not mesh.They wanted to bastardize the true
form of The Dolce Diet. They wanted to box it, to build walls and ceilings and boundaries
around what we do. They wanted me to make it scientific, for me to profess how smart I was,
how much more I knew than everybody else and, for those of you who know me, that's not me
at all!Yes, I am the most famous weight reduction expert in the sport of mixed martial arts.Yes, I
have more UFC Pay-Per-View main event athletes coming to me to direct their training camps,
weight loss, nutrition strategies, strength-and-conditioning, and peaking and periodization
programs than any other coach in this sport.Yes, I have thousands of clients from around the
world who’ve lost countless amounts of weight.Yes, I myself lost 110 pounds in a short period



of time.So YES, I am the expert most of you already know.This is why you have this book. I
don't need to waste chapters, like many authors do, using 100 words to say what can and
should be said in 10 words.I’m not knocking any other system, although most are fads.I'm not
knocking other authors, although most are in it for greed.All I do is let you know what works in
the simplest form possible.We have lives we want to live in the healthiest ways possible and we
don’t have time to spend 10 hours in our kitchens making one meal. The Dolce Diet: LIVING
LEAN is a simple concept that can be embraced by the neurosurgeon, the high school student,
the prenatal mom, the high-powered attorney, the professional fighter and my 87-year-old
grandmother.That’s the beauty of it. It’s easy.That’s why The Dolce Diet: LIVING LEAN is a #1
international bestseller without the backing of a major publisher, and that’s why this companion
cookbook is here for you now.The exponential growth of The Dolce Diet has been based solely
on word of mouth.A co-worker will lose weight and be asked, “How did you do it?”A teammate
will gain huge leaps in strength, conditioning and fat loss and be asked, “What did you
change?” A family member will have energy not seen in years and be asked, “What are you
doing differently?”The answer is THE DOLCE DIET.Why? Because it works.In The Dolce Diet:
LIVING LEAN we featured several amazing recipes. We gave you a complete meal plan and
discussed how to implement those recipes. We gave you workouts, strength training, body
toning and cardiovascular training routines - everything you need to build a healthy foundation
and maintain a vibrant, active life.We also gave you the reasons why it works. In LIVING LEAN,
I share stories with you about my childhood and fill you in on exactly how my history formed my
health approach of today.As in LIVING LEAN, this cookbook does not waste time exploring the
caloric breakdown of each crumb. If you want to know how many grams of carbohydrates there
are in a slice of whole wheat bread, Google it. The LIVING LEAN Cookbook is a continuation of
the recipes in The Dolce Diet: LIVING LEAN book.Though I still have the Breakfast Bowl
almost every day, and I love my Egg Scrambles for lunch and my Salmon Salads are amazing,
I’m blown away by the tastiness and ease of these new recipes.There are Vegan, Gluten-Free,
Athlete and Health-Minded options. These recipes will work for most everyone, often with just
minor changes.We’ve received hundreds of reviews and testimonials about LIVING LEAN and
now we can’t wait to hear what you think of these recipes!Every day, I check my Twitter feed
(@thedolcediet) to see nearly 3,000+ testimonials from people around the world who love this
program.And, in case you were wondering, no, we do not have a marketing firm propelling The
Dolce Diet brand forward. We have something way better.YOU!YOUR results!Yes, actual folks
from around the world who use The Dolce Diet principles to achieve their health goals!There is
no gimmick on the planet that can trump the truth.So go explore this cookbook, experiment,
tweak to your liking and your lifestyle, and try new things! Take pictures and post them to me
on Twitter! I love to see what everyone is doing!Remember, we’re in this together. We can
inspire each other and motivate each other, but we must always be accountable to
ourselves.Please share these recipes with your family and friends. Bring a dish to your office or
a neighbor’s birthday party. Help spread the joy of health, wellness and easy weight loss.What
would the world be like if your friends and family were all too sick, tired and lifeless to share the
coming decades with you?These recipes are inexpensive and easy to prepare. Of course, they
are also highly nutritious and so delicious you’ll wonder why you didn’t start sooner. Pancakes,
fried chicken, chili and burritos on a diet? That's right!Here’s to one positive step at a time!-
Mike DolcePraise for The Dolce Diet: LIVING LEANThe Dolce Diet, three words about Living
Lean: 1. Simple 2. Inspirational 3. Effective. Thank you, Mike Dolce! You've made staying in
shape easy!~STEWART M.The Dolce Diet, Love it! My Little-Boy-2-B has been on it for 5.5
months! This diet is truly amazing for moms pre & post baby! Yes, The Dolce Diet is prego



friendly! Plenty of the RIGHT kind of food that tastes great!~THE H2H WAITRESSStarted two
weeks ago. Lost 13 pounds so far. Yea! Love the recipes! So do my kids! Thank you!~DAWN
H.Body fat down 4% in 2 months?! Yessss! #LIVING LEAN~MOLLY C.The Dolce Diet: Started
410, down 50 lbs. so far.~ JOSH W.The Dolce Diet: 13 lbs. lost in 4 weeks! People are asking
what I'm doing...Telling them LIVING LEAN!~MIKE S.Real talk! The Dolce Diet is the Einstein,
da Vinci and Jesus of losing weight all wrapped up in one...gluten free wrap that is.~MIKEY
F.Another 5 (lbs. lost) on The Dolce Diet. 25 pounds down in 2 weeks, 100 to go! #LivingLean!
~JOHN P.Making THE DOLCE DIET turkey burgers. LIVING LEAN and loving it!~JULIE W.The
Dolce Diet, I've lost 35 lbs. of fat since January 3rd. Healthy and delicious! I love Living
Lean.~BRANDON E.I can't walk! That means I had a great booty workout!! Yeah buddy!
#LIVINGLEAN~MARI C.The Dolce Diet, 31 lbs. lost now. Feeling great. Can't believe I didn't do
this before. 16 lbs. to go.~JEFF S.24 lbs. in 6 weeks! BOOM! All thanks to The Dolce Diet &
Living Lean!~CHRIS P.Day 40 tastes just as good! Mike Dolce is the Weight
Whisperer.~STEPHANIE S.NOTEYou should seek medical supervision before beginning any
diet or exercise program. Nothing written in this book should be taken as a substitute for
medical advice. This book is for information purposes only. The publisher, author and all
involved with this book have done so with honest effort and make no representations with
respect to the accuracy of its contents. None involved with the production and distribution of
this book shall be held neither liable nor accountable for any loss or damage including but not
limited to special, incidental, consequential or other. Mention of specific organizations, entities,
individuals, companies or authorities does not imply endorsement by the author, publisher or
any party involved with this book nor does mention of specific organizations, entities,
individuals, companies or authorities imply that they endorse this book, its author, the publisher
or any party involved with this book. Information within this book is general and offered with no
guarantees on the part of the author, publisher or any party involved with this book.THE
DOLCE DIETLIVING LEAN COOKBOOKby MIKE DOLCEwith Brandy RoonRECIPE KEYNote:
These recipes are easily interchangeable with vegan, gluten-free, health-minded and athletic
lifestyles. Experiment, tweak and enjoy!Recipe KeyV = Vegan friendly (no animal products)G=
Gluten friendlyH = Health-mindedA = Athlete friendlyBREAKFASTPhoto: Blueberry Coconut
Buckwheat BowlBLUEBERRY COCONUT BUCKWHEAT BOWL(V, G, H, A)Serves
1Ingredients1/4 cup organic buckwheat1/3 cup unsweetened shredded coconut (keep a
palmful of coconut on the side for toasting)1 cup water1/4 cup plain almond milksprinkle of
Saigon cinnamon1/3 cup blueberries (fresh or frozen)1 Tbsp. agave (V) or honeyDirectionsIn a
small pot, bring water to a boil and add buckwheat and coconut. Reduce heat and simmer.After
about 3 minutes, when buckwheat starts to thicken, add in blueberries, mix and cover. Mixture
should thicken in about 4-5 minutes. Remove from heat, stir and cover.In a small pan, toast the
extra coconut flakes and set aside.Back to the buckwheat: Drizzle in agave, cinnamon and
almond milk (be careful not to make the mixture too thin). Buckwheat tends to keep thickening
even after removed from heat.Put in bowl and top with toasted coconut flakes. Enjoy!EGGS,
GREENS & BEAN BURRITO(G, H, A)Serves 1Ingredients2 eggshandful spinach1/3 cup red or
black beanssprinkle of white, sharp cheddar (optional)3 thin slices avocado (optional)dash of
pepperBragg All Natural Herb & Spice Seasoning (optional)1 tsp. Veganese spread (optional)1
whole wheat or gluten-free wrapDirectionsScramble eggs, and then mix in beans and
seasoning when eggs are almost done. Stir well.Spread Veganese onto wrap.Grate cheese
onto wrap and add cooked eggs and beans.Top with spinach and sliced avocado.Wrap up
tightly and enjoy!GRANOLA BERRY SMASH(G, H, A)Serves 1Ingredients1/4 cup
blueberries1/4 cup strawberries1/4 cup granolasplash of unsweetened almond milkdash of



cinnamonDirectionsWarm berries in small pot and put in bowl.Top with granola and a splash of
almond milk. Sprinkle with cinnamon.Enjoy!STEEL CUT OATS & DATES(V, H, A)Serves
1-2Ingredients1/4 cup steel cut oats3/4 cup water or almond milkdash of cinnamon1/4 cup
chopped datesDirectionsBring water to a boil.Add oats, dates and dash of cinnamon and then
simmer for about 20 minutes.Remove from heat and let stand for 2-3 minutes before
serving.HARDBOILED EGGS & AVOCADO BREAKFAST SALAD(G, H, A)Serves
1Ingredients2 hard-boiled eggs1/2 avocado, peeledsprinkle of peppersprinkle of sea saltdash
of paprika1 tsp. Veganese (optional)DirectionsPeel eggs, and then add to small bowl and
mash.Add in avocado and mash with eggs.Mix in Veganese, salt, pepper and paprika.Mix well
and enjoy!This also goes great on your favorite healthy bread or wrap!TATER TOTS(V, G, H,
A)Serves 4-6Note: Serve these breakfast potatoes with your favorite egg recipe.Ingredients8
red potatoes, cut into bite-sized pieces1/4 bell pepper, diced1/2 onion, chopped2 cloves garlic,
chopped2 Tbsp. grapeseed oilSea salt, to tasteBlack pepper, to tasteDirectionsIn large pan,
heat grapeseed oil on medium and add potatoes, mixing frequently.When potatoes begin to
brown, add in onion, bell pepper and garlic and continue mixing about another 10 minutes until
potatoes are tender.Sprinkle with salt and pepper.Serve hot.OMELET(G, H, A)Serves
1Ingredients3 whole eggs1/4 diced red pepper1/4 diced onion1/4 cup almond milk1 cup
mushrooms, slicedhandful spinach leavesdash of sea salt1 slice Havarti cheese
(optional)DirectionsLightly coat 2 medium sauté pans with grapeseed oil and put on low
heat.Dice peppers, onions and mushrooms. Add to pan #1. Sauté for about 2 minutes and add
mushrooms.Whip eggs and milk in medium mixing bowl.Once the vegetables begin to soften,
add spinach leaves to pan #1.Once spinach has begun to wilt, remove pan #1 from
heat.Evenly pour eggs into pan #2 so they coat the bottom of the pan and cover. (Do not
stir.)Once eggs harden, flip the omelet over and immediately add contents of pan #1 and
cheese slice to half of the omelet. Fold the empty omelet half over on top and serve.EGG
SCRAMBLE(G, H, A)Serves 1-2Ingredients3 whole eggs1/4 diced red pepper1/4 diced onion1
cup mushrooms, slicedhandful spinach leavesdash of sea salt1 slice white cheese
(optional)Also:1/3 avocado, smeared on toast2 slices toasted bread
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Christine Ashton, “Livin' Lean and Loving It. I bought Mike's other book Living Lean a couple
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months ago in a quest to further my weight loss. A little background: I've lost about 100lbs in
the past two years with the help of a personal trainer. However, for the past four months I've
been stuck on a very frustrating plateau. After doing some research, the key seemed to be to
fine tune what I was eating. Being a UFC fan I was aware of the great work Mike does for
fighters so I knew his methods worked and decided to give it a shot. A few months of eating out
of Living Lean and I've started to lose weight again but like a lot of people, we wanted MORE
recipes! (Greedy aren't we?). So what did Mike do? Whipped up 100 more recipes and put out
this cook book.This book contains a bit of his theory (but really, buy Living Lean first for that)
but most importantly, it has so many simple, healthy recipes, there's bound to be something for
everyone in it. It even has vegan/vegetarian options. The recipes are simple enough that even
my friends who "don't cook" have tried them out. I so believe that this is the healthiest way to
eat (it's a lifestyle, not a diet) that I've bought copies of Mike's book for a friend, my cousin and
my mother in hopes that they too will get healthy. My favorite recipes so far have been the Chia
Pudding, Avocado Fries, Spinach Pasta and Coconut Tropical Fried Chicken. I've made the
Avocado Fries for UFC Fight night at my house and they got devoured before the fights even
started. WIN! Thank you Mike!The final point I'd like to make is that this electronic Kindle
version is very convenient. I've downloaded the Kindle Ap for my phone. When I go grocery
shopping I simply pull up Mike's Living Lean Cookbook and shop for the recipes I want to make
that week. I don't have to write out a shopping list. Easy.”

kevin, “Great addition. I love Mike Dolces philosophy on lean eating and a healthy lifestyle.
Since implementing his philosophy I have lost 20 pounds and have never felt better (well,
maybe in my twenties, but I wasn't old enough to know any better). I first heard Mike on the
Joe Rogan Experience podcast and have been a fan ever since. This book is a great
companion to Mike Dolce's podcast. If your serious about getting healthy you should check out
his podcast and buy this book and just follow it for a month. I would be shocked if you did not
feel and look better after that month.”

J0shJ0sh, “The planning is done, the shopping list is easy, and minimal prep is needed!. After
buying The Dolce Diet Leaving Lean I was already hooked. This cookbook is such a great
addition. The recipes are very simple, easy to cook and don't require allot of prep. I am down
about 30 pounds with the sporadic use of the Dolce Diet guidelines and Exercise on a regular
basis but now that I have so many more recipes I have no excuses.The cookbook is broken
down by Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner, Sides and Snacks, and Smoothies. Some of the recipes
are title with "to go" but many of the recipes are easy to prepare ahead of time and can travel
well in a small lunch bag with or without an ice pack. Some of the recipes are simple but in my
opinion this is not cause for criticism because that's the point! The message I get is "Stop
making healthy eating so difficult". It's super simple to get on track with this book as a guide
because all the work besides shopping and food prep is done for you if you treat this like a
guide.Another thing to note is that all the recipes start with a Key that indicates if the recipe is
Vegan, Gluten Free, a good Healthy option, or a good option for athletes (V,G, H, A). Many of
the recipes can meet all or most of these designations with modifications which are noted in
the recipe.I feel like I am empowered now and success is only a matter of will power. Dolce
Diet principles are probably not anything new to people who have been eating healthy for years
but for those of us moving away from boxed and processes food this is super simple guide to
get you eating healthy and feeling the energy right away!”



Drink, “The sustainable way to eat!. If you have been looking for a way to loose weight and
keep it off, this is the right way to do it. This isn't some calorie counting, high priced, hipster
diet. The recipes have real food, from real whole ingredients that anyone can make. There is
recipes for bfast, lunch, dinner and in between those times as well. Learn the principles Dolce
has defined and you will see success. Get the Living Lean eating habits locked down then
move on to the UFC Fit program (which uses the same Dolce Diet ) and you will meet your
goals easily. Trust , I lost 45 lbs since January thanks to the eating habits in this book and
exercise.”

Steve E, “Mike Dolce - An Encyclopedia of Knowledge!. I'm a big fan of Mike Dolce. I used to
watch Mike fighting for the IFL and have also seen the amazing results he achieves with so
many of the MMA (Mixed Martial Arts) fighters in cutting weight effectively and efficiently. He is
also a regular guest of MMA Junkie Radio which I listen to on a daily basis while working out at
the gym, and is always fascinating to listen to. He has an amazing wealth of knowledge on the
subject. I bought his "Living Lean" book and the "Living Lean Cookbook" is a perfect
compliment to it. Great, easy to make recipes with ingredients that are pretty basic and easy to
find at your local Whole Foods or Trader Joe. I lost 3 pounds this week, so it definitely works. I
would definitely recommend Dolce's books to anyone who is looking at not only losing weight,
but also adopting a lifestyle of clean, healthy eating and good health.”

LISA LEBRETON, “Great. Great”

J. Petersen, “Great cookbook- not just for weight loss.. The recipes in this cookbook are
nothing short of amazing. They are extremely tasty. But, they are also very healthy. To complete
the trifecta, they are quick and easy for the most part. They really make eating healthy easy. If I
didn't see his fighters making weight, I'd almost question whether this was a legitimate weight
loss cookbook because it all tastes so good. Dolce knows!”

Jason, “Amazing book!!. The first book i bought from Mike Dolce was the book 3 weeks to
shredded book an amazing book. Just a bit about the Author Mike Dolce and what he stands
for. Mike Dolce is an amazing, Motivating, clever, honest guy that is not looking to sell his book
just for the money. He really cares about all of us, and want to help us with the best of his
abilities. Mike Dolce really changed my way of life. How i eat, train, think and my view upon this
world as a whole. I really love Mike Dolce for what he is doing for us guys out there. He is an
truly inspiring person that i look up to. I listen to all of his podcasts that's full of knowledge, not
only nutrition wise but also overall as a human being. He is not just a ordinary nutrition guru,
but what he stands for is a life style, its not about just eating healthy for a short period of time,
its a lifestyle that Mike Dolce is trying to convey to us. That we should eat healthy all the time
and throw all the junk we have out.Lets get to the review of this book. This cookbook is full of
Organic non GMO, vegan friendly recipes. Very basic recipes that you can make. I really love
this book, i use it all the time for cooking. I am a guy that lives alone, so i have to cook for
myself as i don't have a girlfriend and this book has really helped me with the recipes. Guys go
and listen to his podcast i really recommend it.The only downfall of this book is probably the
pictures in the book not high quality. For me it doesn't matter as long as the content is quality.”

richard hannah, “Smiley face. Happy with item”

L Cruise, “Mmmmm. Downloaded loads of good recipes”



L. B. Pilley, “This book is for serious health and fitness. This cook book gives all the information
to change your eating patterns alongside giving you the very best method of good health.
Would recommend this to anyone who is looking to change their way of eating and leading to a
healthy lifestyle for good.”

The book by Brandy Roon has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 394 people have provided feedback.
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